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Stroboscopic interferometer system for dynamic
MEMS characterization

Matthew R. Hart, Robert A. Conant, Kam Y. Lau, Richard S. Mulier

Abstract- We describe a computer-controlled stroboscopic phase-shifting interferometer system for measuring out-of-plane motions

and deformations of MEMS structures with nanometer accuracy. To aid rapid device characterization our system incorporates: (1) an

imaging interferometer that records motion at many points simultaneously without point-by-point scanning, (2) an integrated

computer-control and data-acquisition unit to automate measurement, and (3) an analysis package that generates sequences of time-

resolved surface-height maps from the captured data. The system can generate a detailed picture of microstructure dynamics in

minutes. A pulsed laser diode serves as the stroboscopic light source permitting measurement of large-amplitude motion (tens of pm

out-of-plane) at kHz frequencies. The high out-of-plane sensitivity of the method makes it particularly suitable for characterizing

actuated micro-optical elements for which even nanometer-scale deformations can produce substantial performance degradation. We

illustrate the capabilitiesof the systemwith a study of the dynamicbehavior of a polysilicon surface-micromachined scanning mirror

that was fabricated in the MCNC MUMPS foundry process.

Index Terms—^MEMS motion characterization, stroboscopic interferometer system

I. Introduction

The needto improve the reliability and predictability of MEMS devices hasprompted research intosuitable motion-

characterization tools. To help us understand themechanical properties of typical MEM systems, these tools must beableto

measure submicron displacements of features that range in size from a few microns to a few millimeters. To allow us to observe

system dynamics, theymustbe capable of time-resolved measurement. In addition, if weare to studymotions that are more

complex than simple rigid-body translations, ourcharacterization tools need to permit independent measurements of

displacement or velocity at multiple points on a structure.

Time-resolved measurement techniques can be subdivided into twocategories: (1) real-time methods that allowmeasurements

of arbitrary motions, and (2) time-averaged techniques that rely onanassumed property of the motion, for example, a known

periodicity. Anexample of a technique in theformer category is laser Doppler vibrometry (LDV), which.has been used

extensively forthecharacterization of both macro- and micromechanical systems [1,2]. TheLDV technique makes use of the

Doppler frequency shift that occurs when a light beam is reflected from anobject moving along thebeam axis. When such a



beam is recombined ona square-law detector with light from the same source that has not been frequency shifted (or,

alternatively, light that has been shifted a different amount using anacousto-optic modulator), a time-varying interference signal

is generated. Thissignal varies sinusoidally at a frequency equal to thefrequency difference between the recombined beams.

Thisbeatfrequency can be used to determine thecomponent of velocity along thedirection of the incident beam. Because the

beat frequencies generated bytheLDV technique are large (typically in thetens of MHz range), a fastdetector is needed to

capturethe time-varying interference signal. The lackof sufficiently fast arraydetectors (cameras) limits the method to

measuring themotion of a single point (ora small number of points) at a time, theframe rates of presently available high-speed

cameras being much tooslow fora full-field (imaging) implementation of LDV. Scanning vibrometers thatusea raster-scanning

technique to sweep the measurementbeam over a two-dimensional area, one point at a time, are available. However, use of a

sequential raster scan eliminates one major advantage of the LDV method, that of real-time measurement.

If the motion to be measured is repeatable, anyoneof a number of time-averaging techniques canbe used. Forexample,

stroboscopic methods are useful when structures move periodically. Since, in the stroboscopic method, the minimum resolvable

time interval can be governed by the light-pulse width rather thanby the detector integration time, the detectorneednot be fast

compared to the motion being analyzed. A conventional CCD camera with a frame rate of 30 Hz can be used to measure motions

in the range of hundredsof kHz, when it is combined with a solid-state light source such as a laser- or light-emittingdiode

(LED).

Freeman et al. [3,4] have demonstrated a MEMS-characterization system based on a conventional light microscope modified

by the addition of an LED light source. In this system, the microdevice is driven with a periodic force and the LED is pulsed at

the same frequency so that the device is illuminated only at one specific phase of motion. By adjusting the relative timing of the

LED pulse train and the drive force, this phase can be varied, allowing a sequence of images depicting the motion over the

interval studied to be captured. Image-processing algorithms are then used to find least-squares-fit translation and rotation

parameters between adjacent pairs of stroboscopic images [5]. In-plane rigid-body motion of the microdevice can be recovered

from a set of these least-squares-fit parameters. Davis and Freeman have reported the ability to track in-plane translation with

random errors as small as 2 nm [3]. By taking stroboscopic images at a number of different focal planes. Freeman et al. [4] have

also shown that the technique can be used to track rigid-body motion that includes an out-of-plane component. The lowest

reported noise floors for out-of-plane motion, using this method, are on the order of 5 nm [6].



Although this technique can provide valuableinformation about MEMS motion, it does have a numberpf drawbacks. First, the

image processing required is computationally intensive, normally limiting the method to analysis of small regions on the test

device. Second, systematic measurement error (which can be much larger than the random error [S]) is a function of the spatial

frequency content of the captured images (related to the shape of the moving part being measured). Third, the best resolution

demonstrated for out-of-plane motion (on the order of 5 nm) is significantly lower than that attainable with optical interferometry

[6]. Finally, the technique recovers only the least-squares-fit rigid-body component of the motion and does not account for

deformations of the measured structure.

Often, accurate understanding of the behavior of MEMS devices requires knowledge not only of rigid-body motions, but also

of dynamic deformations of the moving structures. The method we use, imaging-stroboscopic interferometry [7], is attractive for

measuring out-of-plane motion and deformation, because of its high sensitivity and its ability to acquire data at many

measurement points simultaneously. In an imaging interferometer, the test sample reflects a light beam that is combined with a

second beam having a known wavefront, for example, one generated by reflection from a precisely planar reference mirror.

Unlike the LDV technique, in this method the whole area of the test structure is illuminated at one time, and imaged onto a 2-D

detector array. Due to the interference between the test- and reference-beams, this image is crossed by a series of bright and dark

fringes that encode the relative surface-height variations of the test and reference surfaces. Many different techniques can be used

to decode this fringe information and to recover a map of the test-surface height [8]. The extreme out-of-plane sensitivity of

optical interferometry allows displacement measurements to be made with resolution on the order of 1 nm.

Both Gutierrez et al. [9] and Hemmertet al. [6] have reported LED-based stroboscopic interferometers for measuringsmall-

amplitude resonances (2 pm or less) of micromachined structures. In a previous paper we demonstrated a laser-diode-based

stroboscopic interferometersystem that could be used to measure large-amplitude (greater than 10 pm) motion of fold-up,

surface-micromachined structures [10], with nanometer accuracy. We also showed that the system could measure dynamic out-

of-plane deformation. In this paper, we present a detailed description of this interferometer system and discuss how it may be

used for both static and dynamic MEMS characterization. By using a laser diode as the stroboscopic source, our interferometer

gains a number of advantages over previously reported LED-based systems. First, the higher output powers of laser diodes

permit us to use lower duty-cycle pulse-trains than would be possible using LED illumination for the same average beam power.

This improves measurement accuracy by giving a better approximation to true impulsive position sampling. Second, the greater

modulation bandwidths of laser diodes allow for shorter light pulses, permitting larger out-of-plane velocities to be measured.

Third, the higher coherence lengths of these sources facilitate characterization of large amplitude motions.



InSection II, we describe ouroptical setup and thecomputer-control unit that permits rapid device characterization. Section III

outlines themethods weusefor data analysis. Weshow how phase-measuring algorithms combined with spatial and temporal

phase-unwrapping techniques can beused toproduce a detailed picture ofdevice motion and deformation from a setof captured

interferograms. Finally, inSection IV we demonstrate the capabilities of thesystem with ananalysis of thestatic and dynamic

propertiesof a fold-upsurface-micromachined scanningmirror.

II. Computer-controlled INTERFEROMETER

A. Optical configuration

A schematic of our MEMS-characterization setupis shown in Figure I. At the heartof the system is a Twyman-Green

interferometer formed by a polarizing beamsplitter cube,twoquarter-wave plates, a flat reference mirrorand the MEMS device

under test. The interferometer is illuminated bya 658nmlaserdiode (Hitachi HL6501MG) which can be driven in pulsed or

continuous-wave (CW) modes. Light from the laser iscoupled intoa single-mode optical fiberthatactsas a spatial filter,

eliminating theellipticity and astigmatism present in thelight emitted bythelaser diode and producing a near-gaussian beam at

itsoutput. An infinity-corrected microscope objective (MO) collects and collimates thefiber output, producing a parallel,

circular beam that illuminates the test and reference surfaces. Toobtain high-contrast interference fringes, the amplitudes of the

beams returned from thetest and reference arms need to bewell-matched. Inoursystem, matching is achieved using the

rotatable half-wave plate (HWP) to alter thepolarization angle of thelight before itenters thepolarizing beamsplitter (PBS).

Thus, the split ratio can bevaried over a continuous range. We can make measurements ofsamples with reflectances ranging

from about 5 to 100%. The quarter-wave plates (QWP) ineach arm ofthe interferometer are aligned with their optic axes at45

degrees to thepolarization axesof the beamsplitter. Thisarrangement ensures that light reflected from the testandreference

surfaces does notreturn along theinput path, but instead is delivered to theCCD camera (Cohu 6612-1000 with sensor faceplate

removed).

The one-inch diameterreference mirror is flat to an accuracy better than30 nm. It is mounted on two translation stages,one

mechanicaland one piezoelectric; both of these stages allow the mirror to be translated along the optical axis. The mechanical

stage is used to balance the optical-path lengths in the interferometer arms to within a small fraction of the laser-diode coherence

length (a few hundred microns) so that high-contrastinterferencefringes can be generated. The piezoelectric stage (PolytecPI P-



753.1IC), whichoperates underclosed-loopcontrol withfeedback from a capacitativesensor, is used during measurement to

produce a sequence of precise tU2 phase shifts in the interference pattern as discussed in section III.

The two-lenssystem,shown in Figure 1 to the right of the beamsplitter, forms a magnified imageof the test surfaceon the

CCDarray. Since the beamsfromthe two armsleavethe interferometer in orthogonal polarization states, a linearpolarizer

(POL) is placeddirectly in frontof the camera andangled at 45 degrees to the polarization axesso that the interference pattern

can beobserved. Oursetup permits us to image teststructiues ontotheCCD arrayat nominal magnifications of 5x and3x. At

the 5x magnification setting, we have a field-of-view of approximately 1.3x1.0 mm,with a smallest resolvablefeature size of 2

pm. At this magnification, the limiting factoron the image-plane resolution of the systemis the CCD pixel size (9.9 pm) rather

than thenumerical aperture of theoptics. The whole system is mounted on a vibration-isolation table and placed in an enclosure

to minimize the influences of external vibrations and air currents.

B. Computer control and data capture system

Forrapid dataacquisition, both the interferometer andthetestdevice arecontrolled bya single PC.ThisPCcontains a frame

grabber (Matrox Meteor II/MC) that digitizes the signal from the CCD camera, anIEEE 488 interface tocontrol the piezoelectric

stage, and a digital waveform generator (National Instruments PCI-MI0-16E-1) that supplies thecontrol signals forboth the

MEMS device andthe laserdiode during dynamic testing. MEMS driven by signals smaller than±10V andcurrents smaller than

5 mA are connected directly to the waveform generator. For MEMS devices designed tooperate at higher voltages, our system

incorporates a high-voltage amplifier, extending therange of available signals to ±150V.

Agraphical user interface (GUI) running onthe PC gives the user control over the form, amplitude, and frequency of the

MEMS drive signal. Our present implementation provides three drive options: sine and square waves, and near-dc ramped

signals. The ramp mode isused totake quasistatic measurements inorder tocheck a MEMS device for linearity and hysteresis.

Inthe sine- and square-wave drive modes, the waveform generator also outputs a trigger signal that governs the relative timing

ofthe MEMS drive signal and the laser-diode pulse train. This timing can be varied using software, either automatically orvia

the GUI, sothat the test device can be observed atmany different phases ofits motion cycle. Using the sine-wave drive option,

our system can drive devices at frequencies between 120 Hz and 30 kHz, for direct measurement of individual resonant modes.



The control software can automatically acquire up to64time-resolved measurements over a range oftime delays that span one

complete period of the motion.

The square-wave option canbeused tomeasure thebroad-spectrum frequency response ofa device through observation of

mechanical ringing afterthefalling edgeof thedrive signal. Thefrequency response, for anypoint on thetestsurface, is

calculated from a Founer transform of the measured (position, time) vector, thehighest observable frequency being governed by

theeffective rateat which themotion is sampled. This effective sampling rate is determined bytheminimum available time-

delay increment between theMEMS drive signal andthelaser pulse train. Thedelay increment, in turn, is governed bythe

update rate of thedigital waveform generator (the rate at which theoutput voltage ischanged) which canbevaried upto 10^

updates per second. This allows us to sample motion at frequencies as high as 500 kHz. In the square-wave drivemode, the

control software provides for a sequence of upto 512 measurements of the testdevice to be taken automatically as the time delay

between theMEMS drivesignal and the laser trigger pulse is varied. For a sequence of Nmeasurements, thecutofffrequency

fmax canbe traded off against frequency resolution Af=2fmtu/N by varying the waveform generator update rate. Higher update

rates give largervalues of/^ at the expense of largerzl/and higherexcitation repetition frequencies. This repetition frequency

should be chosen lowenough thatthedevice canadequately settle before being driven again bythe nextvoltage step in the

square wave.

III. Data ANALYSIS

A. Principle ofmeasurement using phase-shifting interferometry

To illustrate how the interferometer is used for MEMS characterization,we consider first the problem of determiningthe

surface shape of a static MEMS device. To make the measurement, the device is first placed in the test arm of the interferometer

and aligned using a two-axis tilt stage so that the beam reflected from it is coaxial with the reference beam. Then, its along-axis

position is adjusted to bring its image into focus on the CCD array. That image is crossed by a series of bright and dark

interference fiinges caused by the surface-height variations of the device, relative to the flat reference mirror. If we denote the

co-ordinates in the plane of the CCD array as (x,y), we can write the intensity of the interference pattern l(x,y)

I{x, y) = A(x, y) + B(x, y)cos[(«/'(A:, y) + ^] (D



In equation (1), A(x,y)and B(x,y)are governed by the spatial variations in amplitude of the beams returned from the two

interferometer arms and i^x,y) is a spatially modulated phase term that encodes the surface-height variations over the test device.

The phase term (j>, constant across the image, is a linear function of the path imbalance between the interferometer arms and can

be controlled by axial displacement of the reference mirror using the piezoelectric stage. Each image that is captured and

digitized by the frame grabber is an intensity map, described by equation (1).

To extract the surface-height information contained in \l/(x,y) from measurements of the intensity distribution l(x,y)y we use a

technique known as phase-shifting interferometry [11]. Consider taking a sequence of measurements Im{x,y) such that the phase

at each point in the interference pattern is stepped through an interval of tU2radians between successive values of m. Expressed

as a function of the initial phase 6}= this procedure generates an alternating sequence of sine and cosine terms on the

right-hand-side of equation (1). Three such measurements, at phases 6i, 62 =C61+ 71/2), and 63 =(6j+ ti) are sufficient to

generate a set of simultaneous equations that can be solved for the initial phase term [ \lJ(x,y)-^ (p). This phase term can, in turn,

be used to map the surface-height variations of the test part.

In practice, it is usual to take measurements at more than three values of 6m so that the problem is o.verdetermined, making the

phase calculation more robust. In the experiments reported here, we used sets of five measurements and calculated the phase

using the five-sample algorithm due to Hariharan [12]. As mentioned above, the required phase shifts were generated by stepping

the reference mirror to five distinct positions, using a piezoelectric stage. From a sequence of images li(x,y)...Im(x,y)...l5(x,y),

with 6m = 6} + (m-1)71/2, we calculate the phase map using Hariharan's algorithm [12]

W(x,y)-\-(l>]= (2)

tan '
2/3-/5-/,

+2n{Xyy)n

where the explicit spatial dependence of the intensity terms has been omitted for compactness. The last term of equation

(2) includes a spatially varying integer n{x,y) that cannot be measured by the system, but must instead be inferred from a priori

knowledge of the test surface. This term (which can be recovered using spatial phase-unwrapping techniques) is present because

the optical phase can only be measured modulo 271 in a single-wavelength interferometer. Using phase-measuring algorithms



such as that given inequation (2), it is possible todetermine interference phases with extremely high precision, and measurement

repeatabilities better thanone hundredth of a wavelength arecommonly reported in the literature [11].

B. Spatial phase unwrapping

Aswehave pointed out,thesequence of interferograms Ii(x,y)...lj(x,y)..Js(x,y) captured bytheframe grabber is sufficient to

calculate only the first term onthe right-hand-side ofequation (2) (known asthe wrapped phase). Toproceed from there toa

map ofsurface height, we must infer the relative values ofn(x,y) across the image plane. We do this by assuming the measured

surface tobe smooth and continuous and applying a phase-unwrapping algorithm [11]. Starting with the wrapped phase map, one

data point isselected as an unwrapping seed point. Working outward from this seed point, the unwrapping algorithm compares

its phase tothe measured phase ofan adjacent point. If the magnitude of the phase difference isfound tobegreater than 7t, the

appropriate integer multiple of271 iseither added toorsubtracted from this adjacent measurement inorder to bring the phase

difference to within ±7i. This point is then used as a new seed and the procedure is repeated. In this way, the unwrapped area of

the phase map isexpanded until all of the measurement points have been unwrapped.

At this stage, all terms ofequation (2) have been determined and the test surface height li(x,y) can be found within an arbitrary

constant from the equation

47r

where the constant Carises from the phase term <pon the left-hand-side ofequation (2). This constant specifies the axial position

ofthe test part relative to the reference surface, and is generally not ofinterest. Clearly, use ofan unwrapping algorithm is only

valid when the test surface isknown tobecontinuous and without surface-height steps greater than a quarter ofthe measurement

wavelength. Although most MEMS aremultilayered structures, often containing step heights ofonemicrometer or more, we

have not found this limitation unduly restrictive. Our data-analysis software allows an arbitrarily shaped region ofinterest tobe

defined within the captured image sequence. Provided that this region ofinterest does not contain large surface-height steps, use

ofthe unwrapping algorithm isjustified. By using additional measurement wavelengths, the requirement for surface continuity

can, in principle, be relaxed [13,14].



C. Measurement ofmovingstructures

1) Effect ofdetector integration-time onfringe contrast

Sections A and B outlined the procedures by which phase-shiftingtechniquescan be used to characterize static structures.

When the test object is stationary, the interference pattern described by equation (1) does not change over time. If, however, the

test structure move.s, the phase term becomes a fimction not only of spatial co-ordinates x and y, but also of time /. In terms of

the time-dependent surface height h(x,y,t) we can write the interference pattern as

l{x,yj) = A{x,};)+

A7ih{x,y,t)
B{x,y)cos

(4)

If we use an integrating detector to observe the interference pattern over a time interval At, the measured intensity lmeafx,y}, can

be expressed as the integral of l(x,y,t) over Zlr. If the integration time is sufficiently small that we can assume the speed of the

test surface to be constant over At, this integral can be evaluated to give:

At

/o+(A//2)

•m.cix,y)= \l(x,y,t)dt =
to-ltV/2)

A{x, y) +

B{x,y)cos ^ ^
A7di{x, y,/o)

(5)

sin or

a

wj.. s the time at the center of the integration period and a=2jrvAt/X. From equation (5), the apparent phase of the integrated

fringe pattern is that corresponding to the position of the test surface at the center of the integration period. The effect of the [sin

(a)/a] term is simply to reduce the fringe contrast as compared with the static case. Expressed in terms of the fringe visibility V

(a standard measure of fringe contrast given by V=[Imax-^minM^nuix-^Jmm}) we have

Sin a

a

(6)



where Vq is the fringe visibility at zero velocity. The practical effect of reducing the fringe visibility is to lower the signal-to-

noise ratio of the phase measurement. The mean value of the recovered phase is not sensitive to the fringe visibility provided that

visibility remains constant over the time taken to acquire the five phase-shifted interferograms. Because the phase-shifting

method recovers the phase independently for each image pixel, the technique is also^nsensitive to the variations in fringe

visibility across the image plane that would result, for example, from different parts of a structure moving at different speeds.

The position of the first zero of [sinia)/a], at a=7t,sets a practical upper limit on the maximum measurable velocity

(the test-surface velocity at which the fringe contrast first drops to zero).

The integration time At may be governed either by the light sensor or, alternatively, by the light source. Standard CCD cameras

do not generally permit integration times shorter than 10"'* seconds, corresponding tov„^~2.5 mm/s atvisible wavelengths.

Velocitiesmuch higher than this are commonplace in MEMS. For example, a structure moving sinusoidally at 10 kHz with an

amplitude of just 1 pm reaches a maximum speed of over60 mm/s as it crosses the zero displacement position. We can avoid

this limitation by using a laser diode driven by a pulse generatorto shorten the effective integration time below 1 ps, whilestill

allowing us to use a standardCCDcamera to record the interferograms. In our presentsetup the pulse width is approximately

500 ns and the laser wavelength is 658 nm, which establishes v„m*~660 mm/s. This value is set by our drivecircuit ratherthan by

the laser diode itself (which has a modulationbandwidthin the GHz range).

2) Phase unwrapping for moving structures

As discussed in SectionA above,becausemonochromatic interference patternsare periodicalongthe axial co-ordinate,

measurements using single-wavelength interferometry havean inherent2«;rphase ambiguity. This ambiguity meansthat phase

maps must be unwrapped by removing artificial 271 jumps before they can be properly interpreted in terms of surface height. A

related issuearises in the interpretation of a sequence of time-resolved phasemapsin termsof motion of the test part.Consider a

measurementrun in which the interferometercaptures N sets of five phase-shiftedinterferograms, each set corresponding to a

differenttime withinthe motionperiod. Substituting the measured intensities into equation (2), each set of interferograms is

processed to generate a time-resolved, wrapped phase map.

To convert the resultant N phase maps to surface-height maps, each must be unwrapped individually starting from some seed

point, as described above. Although the unwrapping process removes all artificial phase discontinuities within each individual

phase map, it leaves open the possibility that such discontinuities will exist between adjacent unwrapped phase maps in the

10



measurement sequence. Theuncertainty arises because motion of theunwrapping seed point (which should bechosen to bethe

same point within each phase map) cancause its trueoptical phase to cross oneor more 271 boundaries overthemeasurement

period, producing wrapping errors in its recovered position vector. The result, then, isa sequence oftime-resolved surface-height

maps that areollset bythe wrapping errors of the original seed point over the motion period.

To remove these wrapping errors, wemust also unwrap themeasured (phase, time) vector along thetime axis, at theseed

point. This unwrapping gives usanA^-element vector containing thephase corrections that must beapplied toeach of the N

spatially unwrapped phase maps to give a true picture of thestructure motion. Asa consequence, thechoice of thespatial

unwrapping seed point is significant. Successful unwrapping along thetime axis relies on themotion of theseed point between

any two consecutive measurements being smaller than X/4, so that the resulting phase difference is smaller than 7t. Therefore, for

a suitableseed point to exist,N shouldbe chosensuch that the speedof the slowestmoving pointon the test structure does not

exceed ANf/4, where/is thefundamental frequency of themotion being observed. If such a point doesnotexist on thetest

structure (i.e. if A'^v//l/at some phase of themotion forall measured points), unwrapping along the time axis is notpossible. In

these cases, the relative motions of all points on the test structure are still recoverable, but not the absolute motion of the

structure with respect to the fixed reference surface.

To aid in selection of an unwrapping seed pointafter data capture, our analysis softwarecomputes a figureof meritfor each

point in the imageplane,designed to identify thosepointswith smallmotion amplitude. The figureof merit is found by forming

a weighted sum,over the N measurements, of the absolutewrapped phasedifferences betweenconsecutive data points.For slow-

moving points, these phase differences will tend to be close to 0 (where wrapping between data points has not occurred) or 271

(where it has).By giving more weight to phasedifferences aroundthesevalues, the figure of merit indicates the likelysuitability

of each point to act as the unwrapping seed point.By displaying the calculated figures of merit as a false-color map, the analysis

software then allows the user to choose an appropriateseed point.

IV. STATIC AND DYNAMIC CHARACTERIZATION OF A SCANNINGMICROMIRROR

A. Mirror design

To demonstrate thecapabilities of the interferometer system, wecarried out a number of experiments on a surface-

micromachined scanning micromirror. The mirror, a fold-up structure intended for video-display applications [15], was designed

11



at BSAC (UC Berkeley) and fabricated in the MCNC MUMPS foundry process. The general design and fabrication principles

for this typeof structure havealreadybeendescribed [16].Figure2 shows SEM images of the majorelements of the device. The

mirror itself (Figure 2(a)) is a 600 |xm-wide polysiliconplate, fabricated in the 1,5 pm-thick MUMPS P0LY2 layer, supported

on two 2 pm-wide polysilicon torsion bars. The mirror rotates on the bars which are attached to a 4.25 pm-thick rectangular

frame composed of a layerof silicon dioxide sandwiched between twopolysilicon layers (MUMPS POLYl andP0LY2 layers).

The mirror-and-frame structure is heldon thesubstrate by two pin-and-staple hinges thatallow it to be folded upat an angle of

approximately 90 degrees to the chip. We manually fold-up the mirrorusinga probe tip to push on a slider that is attached to the

back frame of the device (see Figure 2(a)).

Themirror is driven byanelectrostatic combdrive fabricated parallel to thechip plane [17], as shown inFigure 2(a) and (c).

Thecombdrive consists of two setsof interdigitated polysilicon fingers, onefixed and onemovable, thatexperience anattractive

force when a drive voltage isapplied between them. Arestoring force isprovided by folded polysilicon springs that connect the

movable comb shuttle toa number of substrate anchors. The combdrive isattached to the mirror bya compliant, torsional

linkage (Figure 2(b)) that allows the mirror and frame tobefolded out ofthe plane of the chip. As the combdrive moves, under

the influence ofthe applied voltage, itpushes and pulls on the base ofthe mirror causing it totilt about the axis defined by the

supporting torsional springs. At resonance, such devices can achieve beam-scan angles as large as 15 degrees, at frequencies of

several kHz [18].

An important performance metric for these micromirrors isthe ratio ofthe total optical scan angle to the angular divergence of

the beam reflected from the mirror atany instant. Assuming that scan jitter isnegligible, this ratio determines how many

separate, resolved spots of light the mirror can generate along theline traced bythe scanned beam. An upper limit to the ratio,

which we will call the mirror resolution, is set by diffraction at the mirror aperture [18]. For a mirror diameter Dand light at

wavelength /I, the diffraction-limited resolution isproportional toD/A, the proportionality constant depending on the form ofthe

illuminating beam and the criterion used tojudge whether two adjacent spots are resolved. For acollimated illuminating beam,

diffraction-limited resolution would beachieved fora precisely planar mirror surface. In practice, however, residual stresses and

stress gradients in the polysilicon films, as well as forces introduced during fold-up, distortthe mirror surface and increase the

divergence of the reflected beam above the diffraction-limited value. Insome cases, these distortions approximate simple optical

aberrations (for exampledefocus) and can readily be corrected usingoff-chip lenses[15,18].

12



Out-of-plane deformations that mightbe considered insignificant fromthe point-of-view of device mechanical behaviorcan,

nevertheless, have a strong influence on optical performance. As a rule-of-thumb, the surface of a nominallyplane mirror should

depart from planarity by less than one tenth of a wavelength (approximately50 nm for visible light) if its uncorrected

performance is to be close to diffraction-limited. Such small deformations would clearly not be noticeable in SEM images, such

as those in Figure 2, but are easily detectable using optical interferometry.

B. Static mirror characterization

The planarity of the micromirror described above was studied (in its nonactuated state) using the computer-controlled

interferometer to produce a surface-height map, as described in Section III. The resultant map is shown in Figure 3, in which

grayscale value is used to represent surface height. The contours superimposedon the map are spaced at 200 nm intervals of

surface height, and the labels H and C mark the points of attachmentof the torsional hinges and combdrive, respectively.The

measurement shows the mirror to have a saddle-shaped deformation, with concave curvature along the axis joining the torsional

hinges and convex curvature along the orthogonal axis. The measured peak-to-valley magnitude of the deformation is

approximately 1.5 pm, a figure that is typical of micromirrorsof this size that have been fabricated in the P0LY2 layer of the

MCNC MUMPS process [10,18]. By fitting the measuredsurface to a second-order polynomial (a good approximationto a

spheroid for small curvatures), the radii of curvature along the two orthogonal axes were found to be +54.5 mm (concave axis)

and-67.8 mm (convex axis).Thus, to a goodapproximation, this mirroracts as an astigmatic focusing element, withtwo focal

lengths equal to +27.3 mm(converging) and -33.9 mm (diverging). As will be discussed in sectionIV.C below,the surface-

heightmap allowsus to makean accuratecalculation of the size and shapeof the scannedbeam,and therebyto evaluatethe

deviceoptical performance. The map also permitsus to specifyexternalcorrectiveoptics to compensatefor the static mirror

curvature.

To quantify randomnoise in our data, we repeated the measurement of the static-mirror surfacefive timesover a periodof a

few minutes, and compared the resulting surface-heightmaps. A subset of the results from these tests is given in the upper plot of

Figure 4 which shows a section through the five sets of surface-height data along a line parallel to the torsion-hinge axis. A small

offset has been added to each data set to allow the five measured profiles to be compared. Using the surface-height data from the

whole mirror area (9958 measured points in each surface-height map), we calculated the root-mean-square (rms) difference

between each pair of measurements. The largest of these rms differences (1.47 nm) was between the first and fourth data sets.

The lower plot of Figure 4 shows the difference between these two data sets, sectioned along the same line used in the plot above

it. The high measurement repeatability demonstrated here allows our system to detect motion at amplitudes down to the
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nanometer scale. We believe that the main factors presently limiting repeatability are vibration, air currents, and small

fluctuations in the laser power delivered to the interferometer.

C. Dynamic mirror characterization

Oneof the mainstrengths of our characterization systemis its abilityto measure large-amplitude motion (tensof pm oul-of-

plane) at many points on a structure in a short time. To demonstrate this, we studied the motion of the micromirror device

described above under two different drive conditions. In both cases, thedevice was operated inair at room temperature and

pressure. Theexperiments were designed to measure: (1) thefrequencies andmodeshapes of resonant modes excited by the

electrostatic combdrive, and (2) themagnitude and shape of themirror deformation produced byoperating thedevice at its

fundamental resonant frequency.

]) Investigation ofresonant modes

Asmentioned in section II, thesquare-wave-drive mode of themeasurement system can be used to locate andcharacterize

resonant modes over a broad frequency range. Forany damped mechanical system, themotion that results after a holding force is

removed is not periodic, but decays over time. Nevertheless, this motion can becharacterized using the stroboscopic technique if

it is repeatedly re-excited with a periodic drive force. To recover an accurate transfer function, the period ofthe drive force must

besufficiently long to allow themotion todamp down toclose-to-zero amplitude before thestructure is re-excited. Weused a

drive repetition rate of60Hz which allowed the mirror motion todrop to less than 1% of the starting amplitude before re-

excitation. Because of thehigh brightness of the laser diode, the mean power in the pulsed beam was sufficient to allow

recording ofinterferograms inthe standard 30 ms camera exposure time using a500 ns laser-pulse width. The illumination duty

cycle was 3x10'̂ . We took asequence of 512 full-field measurements of the mirror and frame, spanning one halfofthe drive-

signal period (the measurements occupied the time interval between the falling and rising edges ofthe square wave). These

settings gaveus a frequency resolution of 120Hz anda cutofffrequency of 30.72 kHz. Asstated in Section II, thecutoff

frequency isdetermined by the effective rate atwhich the motion issampled, and can bevaried by altering the update rate ofthe

waveform generator.

After aligning the micromirror inthe interferometer, we were able toacquire the 512 sets ofphase-shifted interferograms (a

total of 2560image frames) in less than tenminutes. These interferograms were then analyzed as described inSection II to

produce a set of 512 time-resolved surface-height maps. For eachpointon the mirrorsurface, a (position,time) vector couldthen

be extracted, showing themotion of that point over the8.33 ms that separated thefalling and rising edges of thedrive signal.
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Figure 5 shows the measured vector for just one such point near the mirror tip (the end furthest from the substrate). The observed

motion closely resembles that of a simple-harmonic damped oscillator. Although the amplitude close to the end of the 8.33 ms

period is only on the order of 30 nm, it is still clearly resolved by the interferometer.

By processing the measured (position, time) vector for each point on the mirror surface in the Fourier domain [19], a complete

set of frequency-response functions (containing both amplitude and phase terms) was then generated. Figure 6 (a) shows a subset

of these data: a plot of the measured amplitude against frequency and position for points lying on a line through the center of the

mirror and perpendicular to the tilt axis (see Figure 6 (b)). The plot, which represents only a small fraction of the data gathered in

this experiment (104 of the 9790 measured points on the mirror surface), uses a logarithmic scale for the amplitude and

frequency axes and a linear scale for the position axis. Resonant modes show up as ridges running along lines of constant

frequency, the variations in the height of each ridge revealing the spatial distribution of the corresponding mode amplitude along

the selected line on the mirror. As can be seen in the figure, three distinct resonances were detected, at 4.43, 8.03 and 20.61 kHz.

By considering the measured amplitude and phase data for all points on the mirror surface at these three frequencies, we were

able to reconstruct estimates of the corresponding mode shapes (Figure 6 (c), (d) and (e)).

Referring again to Figure 6 (a), the large-amplitude ridge at 4.43 kHz results from a motion that is predominantly a mirror tilt

about the torsion-hinge axis. This is the desired mirror motion for beam-scanning applications. The position of the tilt axis shows

up in Figure 6 (a) as a pronounced trough; the motion amplitude being smallest at the pivot point. The motion at this frequency

also includes a small mirror deformation as evidenced by the slight curvature of the contour lines of the corresponding mode-

shape plot. The two higher-order modes have peak amplitudes that are approximately 30 times smaller than that of the

fundamental mode. Consequently, their recovered mode shapes show some influence of measurement noise, but their essential

features can still be discerned. The mode at 8.03 kHz appears to result from a left-right asymmetric bending of the mirror frame.

In this mode, three of the four comers of the rectangular frame remain essentially fixed, while the fourth (one of the comers at

the top of the frame) moves in- and out-of plane. The result is a small mirror deformation combined with an off-axis mirror tilt.

This type of motion results from the play in the pin-and-staple and scissor hinges that allowed the mirror and frame to be folded

out of the substrate plane [20]. The mode at 20.61 kHz was found to consist of mirror tilt about an axis parallel to the substrate

plane combined with an alternating concave-convex bowl-shaped deformation. No significant frame motion was observed at this

frequency.
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In performing the measurements outlinedaboveit wasimportant to ensurethat all significant resonantmodes weresampled at

a rate greater thanor equal to the Nyquist rate (twosamples per period). If this is not the case (that is, if the cutoff frequency is

chosen too low), energyfrom resonances above the cutofffrequency will spill intothe recovered spectrum andproduce spurious

peaks. To check thatour chosensettingsgavean accurate measure of the motion, werepeated the measurements described in this

sectionusinga highercutoff frequency (46.08kHz). Sincethere wereno detectable shifts in the observedresonant peaks, we

conclude that the 30.72 kHz cutofffrequency washighenough to sampleall significant modesexcitedby the electrostatic

combdrive.

2) Measurement ofmirror characteristics using a sinusoidal drive signal

In the case of perfectly linearmechanical systems, modal analysis using a broadband excitation signalcombined with Fourier-

transform techniques (as described above)can providea complete description of the systembehavior. ManyMEMsystems,

however, are significantly nonlinear [2]. Mostnonlinear effectsseen in MEMdevices can be separated into twocategories: (1)

those that resultfrom stiffening springs (i.e.springs departing from Hooke'sLaw), and (2) thosecaused by incomplete

knowledge of therelationship between theapplied signal and theresulting drive force. This second category is seen, forexample,

if theactuator is attached to thedriven structure viaa non-linear element, such as a scissor hinge. Anexperiment to observe

damped mechanical oscillations, such as theonedescribed above, reveals only nonlinearities in thefirstcategory because the

actuator appliesno force to the test structure duringthe measurement period(the timebetween the falling and risingedgesof the

square-wave drivesignal). Somenonlinear effectsmaybecome apparentonly when a structureis driven at largeamplitude. For

devices designed to be driven at resonance, a dc or low-frequency square-wave drive signal may notbe ableto generate

sufficient displacement to givereliable information about device behavior under the intended operating conditions. In these

cases, while a measurementof mechanical ringing may still be useful for providing a quick identificationof resonant modes, it

cannot necessarily be used to predict the detailed operating behavior of the device.

To test the operation of the micromirror under the conditions required by the video-displayapplication, we therefore drove it

witha 72 V (zero-peak), 2.2 kHz sine wave applied to the electrostaticcombdrive. Assuming its motion is in-plane, the

combdrive produces a force that is proportional to the square of the applied signal. Therefore a drive at 2.2 kHz was expected to

excite, predominantly, the fundamental tilting mode that had been found at 4.43 kHz in the ringing measurements described

above. By changing the drive frequency in steps and observing the changes in the fringe pattern as we varied the time delay of

the laser- pulse train, we were able to confirm the primary resonant peak found using square-wave excitation. The verification

was within the frequency increment allowed by our drive system (approximately 35 Hz in the 4 kHz frequency range). We then
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made a sequence of 32 measurements with a 7.1 jjs laser-pulse delayincrement, spanning one complete period of themotion.

The data acquisition time, after optical alignment of the micromirror, was less than ten minutes.

Analyzingthe data as described in Section II, produced a sequence of time-resolvedsurface-heightmaps showing the mirror-

surface variation and position throughout the scan period. The maximum amplitude of motion was 14.98 pm at the mirror tip

(furthest from the substrate), corresponding to a mirror-scan angle of about 2® and a beam-scan angle of 4°. Figure 7 shows the

measured (position, time) vector for one point near the mirror tip and compares it to a best-fit sine wave. The maximum

deviation from the sine wave is 1.6% of the peak-to-peak amplitude. From the complete data set (32 surface-height maps) we

couldextract similarpositionvectorsfor eachof the morethan 75000 measurement points that are distributed over the surface of

the mirror and support frame.

Figure 8 (a) showsfive of the measuredsurface-height maps,corresponding to five different laser-pulsetime-delays, spacedat

28.4 )Lis intervalsand spanningone-halfperiod of the mirror scan. In the uppermostplot, the mirror is tilted downIrom the plane

of the supportframe. Becauseof the mismatch between the vertical- and horizontal-axis scales, both the tilt angleand the

deformation of the mirror are greatly exaggerated in theseplots. Although the torsional springs attaching the mirror to the frame

were close to our smallestresolvablefeature size (2 pm wide) the systemwas still able to recover phase data along their whole

length. Thisallowed phase unwrapping to proceed overthewhole mirror and frame area. The frame itselfhasa static out-of-

plane deformation ofapproximately 3 |xm (peak-to-valley) over its 1000x800 pm^ area. This deformation, which iswell

approximated by a spheroid with convex radii-of-curvature of 36 and41 mm, is likely to be causedby stressgradients in the

polysilicon and silicon dioxide films from which it is fabricated.

Referring again to Figure 8 (a) the progressof the scan can be tracedby following the sequenceof plots fromthe top to the

bottom of the page.As the timedelays of the laserpulsetrainwereincreased, the mirror wasseento tilt toward the planeof the

support frame. At its extreme position (113.6 ps after the start of the scan) the mirror and frame were essentially coplanar.

During the scan return (not shown in Figure 8), the mirror retraced these positions in symmetric fashion. Althoughnot clearly

visiblein Figure 8 (a), the data reveala smallper. ic deformation of the supportframewitha maximum amplitude of 1.1 pm.

Comparison of the shape of this deformation witii me data gathered from square-waveexcitation of the structure suggests some

coupling of energy into the resonant mode observed at 8.03 kHz.
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Forthevideo-display application, characterizing thedynamic deformation of themirror surface is critical because of the strong

influence thesurface quality hason thescanned spotsize. In Figure 8 (a), some mirror deformation is visible, but it is small

relativeto the mirror tilt. By least-squares-fitting each time-resolved data set from the mirror surface (excluding the frame) to the

equation of a plane, wecan separatethe tilt and deformation components of the motion. The sequenceof plots in Figure8 (b)

shows the residual mirror-surfaceheight, after subtracting the least-squares-fitplane from each of the data sets plotted in Figure

8 (a). Each of these plots, therefore, shows the measured three-dimensional shape of the micromirror at a particular point during

the scan. As was the case for the static measurement (Figure 3), the mirror has a largely saddle-shaped out-of-plane deformation.

However, in the dynamic case the peak-to-valley deformation changes by a factor of almost four as the mirror swings through a

2® angle. The mirror most closely approximates a plane when it is parallel to the support frame.

As mentioned in section IV.B, once the surface height of a mirror has been mapped, the size and shape of a beam reflected

from it can be predicted. In the video-display application envisaged, one or more micromirrors scan a modulated beam to form a

rastered image in the back focal plane of a lens [15,18]. The intensity distribution of the scanned spot can be found from the

measured optical phase over the mirror aperture via a Fourier-transform relationship [21]. To predict the time-dependent form of

the scanned spot, we used the following procedure. First, each time-resolved phase map was used to derive a complex-valued

aperture function with a modulus equal to 1 over the mirror surface and 0 elsewhere.The phase at each nonzero point of the

aperture function was then set equal to the interferometrically measured phase for that point. Finally, a fast 2-D Fourier

transform was performed for each aperture function and the squared modulusof the result was calculated. This gives a map of

the output-beamintensity at the back focal plane of a lens assuming that the input beam to the mirror is perfectlycollimated and

has uniform intensity.

The left-hand column of Figure 8 (c) shows the results of these calculationsfor the five mirror measurements plotted in Figure

8 (b). The mappingbetween calculated intensityand gray levels has been optimized individuallyfor each of the five imagesso

that the details of the spot shape can be seen clearly in each case. To provide a scale by which to judge the mirror performance,

we also calculated the intensity distribution that would result from a perfectly planar mirror of the same size and shape. This

diffraction-limited spot size is shown, for comparison, at the bottom of the figure. As a check of our calculations, we used the

collimated pulsed beam of the interferometer to make direct measurements of the scanned-spot distribution. This was

accomplished by placing the CCD camera in the back focal plane of a lens and blocking off the reference mirror to eliminate the

interference fringes. By varying the time delay of the laser-pulse train, we were then able to record the instantaneous intensity

distribution of the reflected spot at any chosen time within the scan period. The results of this experiment are shown for
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comparison in theright-hand coiunm of Figure 8 (c).Again, themapping between intensity andgray levels has been scaled for

each individual image.Also, becauseof the limiteddynamic range of the camera, some saturationeffects are visiblefor the

smaller spotsizes at theendof thesequence. Thequalitative agreement between thedirectly andindirectly measured spotsizes

is seen to be very good. It is important to note that the interferometric measurements from which the left-hand coiunm of.Figure

8 (c) isderived andthedirect measurements shown in theright-hand column are notequivalent; many different surface-height

mapscan lead to the same intensity distribution. The spot-size measurements wereusedsimplyto check that our calculations

from the measured surface heights were consistent with direct observations.

V. Conclusions

We have demonstrated a stroboscopic phase-shifting interferometer for dynamic characterization of MEMS structures. We have

shown that the systemcan characterize motions at frequencies ranging from the tens of Hz to the tens of kHz and have observed

out-of-planemeasurementrepeatabilities better than 1.5 nm. Two key features of the system enable rapid analysis of MEMS

dynamics: (1) the ability to gatherdata over a two-dimensional samplearea withoutthe need for scanning,and (2) a computer

controller that automatesdata capture. Phase-measuringalgorithmscombined with spatial and temporal phase-unwrapping

methods allow us to analyze not only rigid-body motion, but also time-dependent deformations of micromechanical structures.

The high modulationbandwidthof the laser diode used in the system permits measurementof surfaces moving with large

amplitude (tens of pm) at kHz frequencies. Its high brightnessallows measurements to be made at extremely low illumination

duty cycles. We have demonstrated interferometric stroboscopic imaging at duty cycles as small as 3x10*^, using the standard 30

ms exposure time of a CCD camera. Although the technique we present is particularly well suited to the analysis of micro-optical

devices, it may also be applied to the study of actuated microstructures in general. We anticipate that this and other dynamic

characterization tools will be key elements in the drive to bring complex MEMS from laboratory prototypes to practical

commercial devices.
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Figure 2: SEM images of (a) the fold-up mirror structure. Abbreviations used: SL - slider, BF -
back frame, ESD - electrostatic combdrive. (b) The compliant linkage connecting the mirror to the
drive, and (c) an enlarged view of part of the combdrive.
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Figure 3: Measured surface-height map of static micromirror. The contour lines superimposed on
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Figure 6: (a) Experimental logarithmic response for 104 separate points on the mirror surface,
distributed along a line perpendicular to the tilt axis. The log(amplitude) data are plotted as a
function of frequency (shown on a log scale) and lateral position, (b) Line on the mirror surface for
which response data are plotted in (a), (c), (d) and (e) Modeshape estimates for resonant peaks
observed at 4.43, 8.06 and 20.61 kHz respectively. Each of these three plots is a surface-height
contour-map corresponding to one extreme of the motion seen at the specified frequency. The surface
height scales are arbitrary. Lighter shading corresponds to larger surface-height values. The
modeshape estimates were found by Fourier nitering of the measured (position, time) vectors at each
point on the mirror surface. The lack of left-right symmetry in the mode seen at 8.06 kHz is the
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